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Impact of transverse spatial-hole burning on beam
quality in large-mode-area Yb-doped fibers
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The beam-quality factor of an amplified spontaneous emission source based on a Yb-doped, large-mode-area
(LMA), multimode fiber was found to be optimized when the gain became saturated. A model using spatially
resolved gain and transverse-mode decomposition of the optical field showed that transverse spatial-hole burn-
ing (TSHB) was responsible for the observed behavior. A simplified model without TSHB failed to predict the
observed behavior of beam quality. A comparison of both models shows TSHB is also critical for properly mod-
eling beam quality in LMA fiber amplifiers. © 2008 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.2320, 140.6630.
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. INTRODUCTION
n recent years fiber lasers and amplifiers have been
idely used in high-power applications, such as material
rocessing and industrial manufacturing. Their main ad-
antages are heat-dissipation capability, broad gain band-
idth, compactness, robustness, and high efficiency. The
rimary limitation in their power scaling is the onset of
onlinear effects, including stimulated Brillouin scatter-

ng (SBS) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [1].
his limitation can be significantly mitigated by the adop-
ion of large-mode-area (LMA) fibers due to the resulting
eduction in intensity. The damage threshold is also in-
reased for LMA fibers. However, increasing the mode
rea in traditional step-index fibers will introduce higher-
rder transverse modes and therefore degrade the beam
uality. The optimization of the beam quality in LMA fi-
ers has been a subject of intense research [2–9].
Many designs of LMA fibers for high-power applica-

ions have been developed for beam-quality control. De-
ign aspects have included internal structure designs
uch as photonic crystal fibers and helical-core fibers
2–4], external structure designs such as coiled multi-

ode fibers [5], refractive index designs such as low-
umerical-aperture (NA), single-mode fibers and ring-
haped index fibers [6,7], and gain dopant designs in
ultimode fibers [8,9].
However, the impact of transverse spatial-hole burning

TSHB) on beam quality has often been ignored. When a
ultimode optical beam with nonuniform transverse in-

ensity is propagating in the fiber, the gain becomes more
aturated, where the intensity is highest. As the gain seen
y each transverse mode changes, the net beam profile,
nd thus the beam quality, change. At high powers, this
ffect becomes pronounced due to heavily saturated popu-
ation inversion. To our knowledge, TSHB in LMA fibers
as not yet been modeled.
In this paper, the beam-quality factor is measured for
0740-3224/08/020247-8/$15.00 © 2
n amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source based on
Yb-doped double-clad (YDDC) LMA multimode fiber as
function of input pump power. A localized multimode
odel is presented with spatially resolved gain and a
odal decomposition of the optical field. Numerical simu-

ations are performed with this localized multimode
odel, as well as a simplified model, and compared to ex-

erimental results. The comparison validates the local-
zed model and demonstrates the impact of TSHB on
eam quality.
In Section 2, the experimental setup and the measured

esults are presented. In Section 3, a localized multimode
odel is introduced, and the equations to calculate the

eam-quality factor are presented. The results of numeri-
al simulations based on this model are compared to ex-
erimental results and extrapolated to a higher power in
ection 4. In Section 5, the validity of a simplified model
hat does not include TSHB is discussed. In Section 6, the
heoretical models are further applied to fiber amplifiers.
he main conclusions are presented in Section 7.

. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND
ESULTS
he experimental arrangement used for this paper is
hown schematically in Fig. 1. A fiber-coupled diode laser
rovided continuous-wave (cw) pump power at 976 nm.
he YDDC LMA fiber had a length of 6.5 m, a core diam-
ter of 30 �m, an inner cladding diameter of 260 �m, and

core NA of 0.06. The fiber was coiled at a radius of
.5 cm for packaging purposes only. While the back end of
he fiber is angle cleaved to prevent reflection of the for-
ard ASE, a dichroic mirror was set between an aspheric

ens and a compound lens to extract the backward ASE
utput light. The ASE output power was measured by a
ower meter, and the beam widths (defined as the second
oment) were measured by a charge-coupled device
008 Optical Society of America
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CCD) camera placed at different distances [10]. Using a
east-squares-fitting method [11], the beam quality factor
M2 parameter) in the x or y direction was calculated by
tting the beam widths and distances to a polynomial
10],

W2�z� = W0
2 + M4� �

�W0
�2

�z − z0�2, �1�

here W�z� is the beam width at distances z, W0 and z0
re the respective beam width and distance at the beam
aist, where the beam width has a minimum, and � is the
avelength.
The ASE output power is plotted as a function of input

ump power in Fig. 2. The figure shows that output power
ncreases exponentially and quasi-linearly when the in-
ut pump power is below and above �6 W, respectively,
hich means that the gain becomes saturated at 6 W in-
ut pump power. The entire gain is not saturated along
he whole fiber, but the gain with high signal (i.e., near
he end of the fiber) experiences saturation. We define
his “soft” threshold as the pump threshold for saturation.
he ASE spectrum at 7 W input pump power is plotted in
ig. 3.
The beam-quality factor is plotted as a function of input

ump power in Fig. 4. Compared with Fig. 2, Fig. 4 shows
hat the beam quality improves with input pump power
elow the pump threshold for saturation and is optimized
s the gain medium becomes saturated. To fully under-

ig. 2. Output power versus input pump power from the ASE
ource. The dashed vertical line is the pump threshold for
aturation.

ig. 1. Experimental configuration of the multimode fiber ASE
ource.
tand the physics behind this beam-quality behavior, nu-
erical simulations based on theoretical modeling have

een developed.

. LOCALIZED MODEL AND BEAM-
UALITY FACTOR CALCULATION
ETHOD

ince the beam quality is related to the modal properties
f the output beam, a model that can treat multiple trans-
erse modes is required. A multimode model has been de-
eloped for dealing with multiple spectral modes in
ingle-spatial-mode, rare-earth-doped fibers [12]. In this
aper, the model is extended to multi-transverse-spatial
odes in multimode fibers for the first time.
The optical power is quantized into the transverse
odes of the fiber, while the population inversion retains

patial dependence. In this way, TSHB can be accounted
or while retaining the simplicity and transparency of a
ode-based picture. A similar treatment has also been de-

eloped for modeling vertical-cavity, surface-emitting la-
ers [13].

The two-level rate equations are given by

dn2�r,�,z�

dt
= �

k

Pk�z�ik�r,���ak

h�k
n1�r,�,z�

− �
k

Pk�z�ik�r,���ek

h�k
n2�r,�,z� −

n2�r,�,z�

�
,

�2�

nt�r,�,z� = n1�r,�,z� + n2�r,�,z�, �3�

here the mode order k denotes any combination of beam
ropagation direction (�, 	), wavelength ���, transverse-

ig. 4. Beam-quality factor of the ASE source versus input
ump power in the x (upper) and y (lower) directions. The dashed
ertical line is the pump threshold for saturation.

Fig. 3. Optical spectrum of ASE output power.
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ode order ��m�, and orientation (even, odd); n1, n2, and
t are ground-level, upper-level, and total Yb ion density,
espectively, as a function of time and spatial coordinates;
a and �e are the absorption and emission cross sections
f Yb ions, respectively; � is the upper-state lifetime.

Pk�z�, the power of the kth mode at position z in the fi-
er, is the integration of the light-intensity distribution
k�r ,� ,z� over the radial and azimuthal coordinates:

Pk�z� =�
0

2��
0




Ik�r,�,z�rdrd�. �4�

he normalized modal-intensity distribution ik�r ,�� is de-
ned as

ik�r,�� = Ik�r,�,z�/Pk�z�, �5�

nd is determined by the spatial shape of the mode and
herefore independent of z.

The terms at the right side of Eq. (2) describe the ef-
ects of absorption, stimulated emission, and spontaneous
mission, respectively. Note that the interference terms
re neglected in this model. This assumption is correct for
ransverse modes of ASE because they do not interfere
ith each other due to their lack of coherence. For a co-
erent multimode beam, this model could be modified by
dding the interference terms.
In the steady-state case, the time derivative in Eq. (2)

s set to zero and the inversion is solved as

n2�r,�,z� = nt

�
k

Pk�z�ik�r,���ak

h�k

1

�
+ �

k

Pk�z�ik�r,����ak + �ek�

h�k

. �6�

he numerator accounts for small signal gain, and the
ummation in the denominator accounts for TSHB.

The propagation equations are given by

dPk�z�

dz
= uk�ek�Pk�z� + mh

c2

�k
3��k	

��
0

2��
0

a

ik�r,��n2�r,�,z�rdrd� − uk�akPk�z�

��
0

2��
0

a

ik�r,��n1�r,�,z�rdrd� − ukPk�z�,

�7�

here uk=1 for the modes traveling in the forward direc-
ion or uk=−1 in the backward direction, m is the number
f polarizations of each mode, ��k is the bandwidth, and 
s the fiber-loss term. The terms at the right side of Eq. (7)
escribe the effects of stimulated emission, spontaneous
mission, absorption, and scattering loss, respectively.
his model can by readily adapted to account for mode
oupling by inserting the term +�j��jkPj−�kjPk� into Eq.
7), where �jk is the coupling coefficient for power transfer
rom the jth to the kth mode. Specific mode-coupling coef-
cients are difficult to obtain experimentally and are ne-
lected in this analysis in order to clearly model the im-
act of TSHB in LMA fibers.
The ASE and pump have different optical properties.
he modes of ASE propagate in the fiber in both direc-

ions, but the pump propagates only in the forward direc-
ion. The bandwidth of ASE is relatively narrow, so the
SE is simplified as a single spectral mode. The pump

ight is considered to be a single spectral mode with ��k
0 (no spontaneous emission at the pump wavelength).
Under the weakly guided approximation, the trans-

erse modes of ASE can be represented by linearly polar-
zed (LP) modes [14]. For the LP�� mode, the normalized
ptical intensity i�m�r ,�� and the normalized electrical
eld distribution E�m�r ,�� can be written as

i�m�r,�� = E�m
2 �r,��, �8�

E�m�r,�� = 

bJ����mr�f����, r � acore

b
J����macore�K����mr�f����

K����macore�
, r � acore� , �9�

here � and m are the azimuthal and radial mode num-
ers, respectively, J� and K� are the Bessel function of the
rst kind and modified Bessel function of the second kind,
espectively, acore is the radius of core, and b is the nor-
alization coefficient of the electrical field.
The transverse attenuation coefficient of the mode in

he inner cladding ��m and the transverse wave vector
�m are solutions of the following system of equations
15]:

��m

J�−1���macore�

J����macore�
= − ��m

K�−1���macore�

K����macore�
, �10�

��m
2 + ��m

2 = V2/acore
2 . �11�

he V number and NA are defined as

V =
2�

�
acoreNA, �12�

NA = �ncore
2 − nclad

2 , �13�

here � is the wavelength, and ncore and nclad are the re-
ractive indexes in the core and cladding, respectively.
he azimuthal component f���� is equal to 1 for those

ransverse modes with zero azimuthal mode number, and
iven by

f���� = cos����, even

sin����, odd � , �14�

or the other transverse modes with even or odd orienta-
ion.

Since the area of the inner cladding is much larger
han the core, the highly multimode pump light can be
implified as one transverse mode effectively being uni-
ormly distributed across the inner cladding and the core,
hich means the intensity distribution of pump Ipump and
ormalized intensity distribution of pump ipump can be
onsidered independent of radial and azimuthal coordi-
ates. The normalized intensity distribution of the pump

n the inner cladding and core is then obtained from Eqs.
4) and (5) by
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ipump =
1

�aclad
2 , �15�

here aclad is the radius of inner cladding.
The output power is the sum of the backward output

ower contained in each mode and given by

Poutput = �
�,m

P�m
− �0�. �16�
he output-fraction factor �m of LP�m mode is defined as T

l
t
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E
t
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�m = P�m
− �0�/Poutput. �17�

he transverse modes with the same mode numbers but
ifferent orientations will have the same fraction factor
or ASE due to symmetry.

The beam-quality factor of the optical beam can be cal-
ulated given the electrical field distribution [16]. Since
he electrical field of ASE is real and symmetric at the
utput end and without inference, many terms in the
quations to calculate the beam-quality factors vanish.

he equations can then be simplified as
Mx
2 = 2�����

�,m
�m� �E�m�r,��

�x �2

rdrd�	�� � x2�
�,m

�m�E�m�r,���2rdrd�	 , �18�

My
2 = 2�����

�,m
�m� �E�m�r,��

�y �2

rdrd�	�� � y2�
�,m

�m�E�m�r,���2rdrd�	 . �19�
. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND
ISCUSSIONS

nitial boundary conditions are needed to solve the propa-
ation Eq. (7) and are specified at z=0 and z=L as

Ppump
+ �0� = P0,

Ppump
− �L� = 0,

P�m
+ �0� = 0,

P�m
− �L� = 0, �20�

here P0 is the forward pump power injected into the fi-
er and L is the length of the fiber. For ASE sources, the
nput signal is zero.

Table 1. Parameters Used in Simulations

Parameter Value

nt 1.02�1026 m−3

�ASE 1041 nm
�pump 976 nm
�a ASE 3.32�10−26 m2

�e ASE 4.98�10−25 m2

�a pump 2.48�10−24 m2

�e pump 2.48�10−24 m2

� 0.84 ms
��ASE 10 nm

m 2
L 6.5 m

acore 15 �m
aclad 130 �m
NA 0.06
 0.003 m−1
The parameters used in the numerical simulation are
isted in Table 1. The emission and absorption cross sec-
ions and the bandwidth of ASE ��ASE are calculated
ased on the spectrum in Fig. 3 [17].
Given the initial boundary conditions, the propagation

q. (7) is resolved by standard numerical integration
echniques. The ASE output power and the output-
raction factors are obtained by Eqs. (16) and (17), and
hen the beam-quality factor is calculated by Eqs. (18)
nd (19). The ASE output power, the output-fraction fac-
ors, and the beam-quality factor as functions of input
ump power up to 25 W are calculated and plotted in
igs. 5–7, respectively.
Figure 5 shows that the output power and the pump

hreshold for saturation from the simulation are close to
hose from the experiment. Figure 6 shows that all the
ransverse modes have nearly the same output-fraction
actors at very low input pump power. The output-fraction
actors of lower-order modes (LP01 and LP11 in this case)
ncrease with pump power, while those of higher-order

odes (LP01, LP11, and LP31 in this case) decrease. Most

ig. 5. ASE output power versus input pump power from local-
zed model (solid) and experiment (dotted). The dashed vertical
ine is the pump threshold for saturation.
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mportantly, the lower-order modes maximize near the
ump threshold for saturation, while the higher-order
odes minimize.
From Eqs. (18) and (19), it is obvious that the output-

raction factors determine the beam-quality factor, since
he beam-quality factor of each LP transverse mode is
xed. Generally speaking, lower-order modes have a
maller beam-quality factor, while the higher-order
odes have a larger beam-quality factor [16]. So the

eam-quality factor decreases, minimizes, and increases
hen the output fractions of lower-order modes increase,
aximize, and decrease, respectively.
This behavior is manifested in Fig. 7, which shows that

he beam-quality factor minimizes near the pump thresh-
ld for saturation, which agrees with the experimental re-
ults. The behavior of the beam-quality factor follows di-
ectly from the behavior of output-fraction factors as
hown in Fig. 7. The output-fraction factors, and thus the
eam-quality factor, are determined by how much gain is
xperienced by each transverse mode, which depends on
he overlap of mode field distribution and population in-
ersion distribution.

The upper-level dopant distribution across the injection
ber end for various input pump power is plotted in Fig.
. When 5 W input pump power is below the pump
hreshold for saturation, the population inversion is
early uniform across the core, so the modal gain is
early proportional to the fraction of the mode in the core.
ince the fields of lower-order modes are more confined in
he core, the lower-order modes have a larger gain than

ig. 6. Output-fraction factors of LP fiber modes versus input
ump power from the localized model. The dashed vertical line is
he pump threshold for saturation.

ig. 7. Beam-quality factor versus input pump power from the
ocalized model. The dashed vertical line is the pump threshold
or saturation.
he higher-order modes, as shown in Table 2. In this
mall-signal regime, the power in the modes with a larger
ain increases faster than in the modes with smaller gain.
herefore, the output-fraction factors of lower-order
odes increase and the beam quality improves.
Above the pump threshold for saturation, TSHB is

hown in the upper-level dopant distribution with 7 and
5 W input pump power in Fig. 8, where the gain profile
s much more saturated in the center of the core than on
he edge. Since lower-order modes are more concentrated
n the center of the core, the gain of lower-order modes de-
reases relative to the gain of higher-order modes. In the
aturation region, the faster the gain in the modes de-
reases, the slower the power in the modes increases. So
nder the impact of TSHB the output-fraction factors of

ower-order modes decrease and the beam quality de-
rades.

. VALIDITY OF A SIMPLIFIED MODEL
he rate and propagation equations are often simplified
y replacing transverse space integrals with overlap inte-
rals, especially in single-mode fibers [18]. The validity of
uch simplification in multimode fibers is discussed below.

The rate equations of such a simplified model are given
y

dn2�z�

dt
= �

k

Pk�z��k�ak

h�kA
n1�z� − �

k

Pk�z��k�ek

h�kA
n2�z� −

n2�z�

�
,

�21�

nt�z� = n1�z� + n2�z�, �22�

here n and n represent average ground-level and

Table 2. Ratio of the Gain Seen by Other
Transverse Modes to the Gain Seen by the
Fundamental Mode with 5 W Pump Power

Mode
gLP�m

/gLP01
(%)

LP11 95.5
LP21 89.4
LP02 84.8
LP31 76.9

ig. 8. Upper-level dopant distributions with different input
ump powers across the injection fiber end.
1 2
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pper-level Yb ion densities across the fiber cross section,

espectively, A is the area of the core cross section, and �k
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s the overlap integral between the mode and dopants.

The overlap integral of ASE modes is given by
��m =�
0

2��
0




i�m�r,��nt�r,�,z�rdrd���
0

2��
0




nt�r,�,z�rdrd�. �23�
If the dopant is distributing uniformly in the fiber core,
�m depends only on the mode field and can be simplified
s

��m =�
0

2��
0

acore

i�m�r,��rdrd�. �24�

he overlap integral of the pump is given by

�pump = acore
2 /aclad

2 . �25�

n the steady-state case, n2 is solved as

n2�z� = nt

�
k

Pk�z��k�ak

h�kA

1

�
+ �

k

Pk�z��k��ak + �ek�

h�kA

. �26�

Since the upper-level dopant distribution depends only
n the longitudinal coordinate z and is independent of ra-
ial and azimuthal coordinates, TSHB is not included in
he simplified model. The saturation effect is included as
n averaged level across the core. The simplified propaga-
ion equation is given by

dPk�z�

dz
= uk�ek�Pk�z� + mh

c2

�k
3��k	�kn2�z�

− uk�akPk�z��kn1�z� − ukPk�z�. �27�

Given the same initial boundary conditions as Eq. (20),

ig. 9. Output-fraction factors of LP fiber modes versus input
ump power from the localized (solid) and simplified (dashed)
odels. The dashed vertical line is the pump threshold for

aturation.
he propagation Eq. (27) is resolved. The output power as
function of the input pump power is the same in the

implified model as the localized model. However, the
odal properties are significantly different. The output-

raction factors and beam-quality factor as functions of in-
ut pump power up to 25 W in the simplified model com-
ared to the localized model are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
Figure 9 shows that the output-fraction factors in the

implified model are the same as those in the localized
odel when the input pump power is below the pump

hreshold for saturation. However, the output-fraction
actor of lower-order modes in the simplified model keeps
ncreasing more slowly beyond the pump threshold for
aturation. Similarly, Fig. 10 shows that the beam-quality
actor in the simplified model is the same as that in the
ocalized model at input pump power below pump thresh-
ld for saturation. However, above the pump threshold for
aturation, the beam-quality factor in the simplified
odel keeps decreasing more slowly.
The behaviors of output-fraction factors and beam-

uality factors are consistent and can be explained as fol-
ows: in the simplified model, the gain seen by each trans-
erse mode is always proportional to the fraction of the
ode in the core, so the simplified model gives the same

imulation results as the localized model below the pump
hreshold of saturation. Above the pump threshold for
aturation, the gain of each mode decreases at the same
ate, so the power in each mode increases nearly at the
ame rate. Therefore, the output-fraction factor of each
ode approaches constant, as does the beam-quality fac-

or, at very high input pump power. The failure to show
he minimum of the beam-quality factor near pump
hreshold for saturation proves that the simplified model
s not valid, and TSHB is required to model LMA multi-

ode fibers when dealing with beam quality.

ig. 10. Beam-quality factor versus input pump power from lo-
alized (solid) and simplified (dashed) models. The dashed verti-
al line is the pump threshold for saturation.
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. FIBER AMPLIFIERS
iber amplifiers are more important than ASE sources in
igh-power applications of LMA fibers. As mentioned in
ection 3, the localized model assumed no interference,
hich is true for an optical beam from incoherent sources

uch as ASE but not for coherent sources such as fiber
mplifiers. The calculations that follow include these in-
erference terms.

For the purpose of simplicity, we assume the input
eam is linearly polarized, only the LP01 and LP11 modes
re coupled into the fiber amplifier, and the power con-
ained in the LP11 mode is evenly distributed in the two
rientations. The initial boundary conditions are changed
o

Ppump
+ �0� = P0,

Ppump
− �L� = 0,

P01
+ �0� = Ps�,

P11
+ �0� = Ps�1 − ��,

P�m
+ �0� = 0,

therwise

P�m
− �L� = 0, �28�

here Ps is the total signal power, and � is the input-
raction factor of LP01 mode.

The normalized electrical field distribution of the out-
ut beam can be written as

E�r,�� = �
�,m

��mE�m�r,��e−i��mL, �29�

here the propagation coefficient ��m is given by [15]

��m
2 = �2�

�
�2

ncore
2 − ��m

2 . �30�

n this form, modal dispersion is included. No initial
hase difference is considered between the modes, since
he two modes are assumed to be excited by a single-mode
nput beam (for example, by misalignment). The beam-
uality factors are calculated directly from [17] without
implification used to obtain Eqs. (18) and (19).

The new parameters used in the simulation and those
hat differ from Table 1 are listed in Table 3; �s is the
avelength of the signal, �as and �es are the absorption

Table 3. New and Changed Parameters Used in
Simulations

Parameter Value

�s 1053 nm
�as 2.07�10−26 m2

�es 3.63�10−25 m2

Ps 10 W
ncore 1.5

��ASE 0.1 nm
P0 1.5 kW
nd emission cross sections of the signal, ��ASE is set to
e the same as the bandwidth of the signal, and P0 is set
ar above the pump threshold for saturation, which is true
n most high-power applications. The calculations show
hat the output power is nearly the same in both models
nd does not change as the input-fraction factor. For both
odels, the output-fraction factor of the fundamental
ode and the beam-quality factor are calculated as a

unction of the input-fraction factor of the LP01 mode from
.4 to 1 (shown in Figs. 11 and 12).
Figure 11 shows that the output-fraction factor of the

undamental mode in the localized model is smaller than
he corresponding input-fraction factor, while the output-
raction factor of the fundamental mode in the simplified
odel is larger. These behaviors can be explained as fol-

ows. The input pump power used in the simulations is
ell above pump threshold for saturation. In the localized
odel, the gain of the fundamental mode is less than that

f the LP11 mode due to the effect of TSHB. Therefore, the
undamental mode is amplified less than the LP11 mode,
eading to a smaller output-fraction factor of the funda-

ental mode. However, in the simplified model, TSHB is
gnored and the gain of the fundamental mode is always
arger than that of the LP11 mode. In this case, the fun-
amental mode is always amplified more than the LP11
ode, leading to a larger output-fraction factor of the fun-

amental mode.
Figure 12 shows that the beam-quality factor in the

implified model is significantly underestimated com-
ared to the localized model due to underestimation of the
utput-fraction factor of the fundamental mode. This dif-

ig. 11. Output-fraction factors of the fundamental mode versus
nput-fraction factors of the fundamental mode from localized
solid) and simplified (dashed) models.

ig. 12. Beam-quality factors versus input pump power from lo-
alized (solid) and simplified (dashed) models.
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erence underscores the importance of TSHB on beam
uality in LMA fiber amplifiers for high-power applica-
ions.

. CONCLUSIONS
n conclusion, the importance of TSHB on the beam qual-
ty of LMA multimode fibers was revealed through experi-

ents and simulations. The measured beam-quality fac-
or decreases until the gain becomes saturated in an ASE
ource based on a Yb-doped, LMA, multimode fiber. At
aturation, the beam-quality factor reaches a minimum,
eyond which it increases again. Numerical simulation
rends based on a model using spatially resolved gain and
ransverse-mode decomposition of the optical field agree
ith the experimental results. A simplified model without
SHB is shown as unfit to predict the observed behavior
f beam quality in LMA fibers, especially at high powers.

comparison of both models shows that TSHB is also
ritical for properly modeling beam quality in LMA fiber
mplifiers.
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